FPi–2000

Attractive, fast and truly simple to use.
FPi 2015

FPi 2020

FPi 2025

FP MAILING SOLUTIONS

FPi–2000

A plus for every office
Versatility – from the daily mail to mass mailings
Put an end to the daily mail stress.
Let your new personal assistant
handle all the mail you used to
collate, fold and insert by hand.
The new FPi 2000 table-top mail
inserter quickly and easily gets
business letters, advertising
mailings, invoices, and other
documents into the mail—
with or without enclosures.

The FPi 2000 series delivers an innovative design adapted to
meeting your individual mailing needs. Up to three automatic feeder
stations provide maximum versatility and capacity. The series
consists of the FPi 2015, FPi 2020 and FPi 2025 models.

FPi 2015 features one automatic A4 document station that
feeds material page by page. A second automatic station feeds
envelope- shaped enclosures (up to A5).

FPi 2020 is equipped with two automatic A4 document
stations which can be set up to feed A4 formats as well as
envelope-shaped enclosures such as brochures, flyers,
reply cards or envelopes.

FPi 2025 consists of two automatic A4 document stations plus
an enclosure feeder for assembling multi-part mailings including
letters, flyers and business reply vehicle.

Daily mail function

The new FPi 2000 series of table-top
mail inserters will win you over with its
ease of operation and reliability. The
system can fold documents of various
sizes to fit into #10 or 6”x 9” envelopes.
Or use the folding function alone to
produce brochures or flyers. The series
lends itself to a variety of applications
from daily miscellaneous mail to
multi-part mass mailings. Small formats,
pre-folded materials, reply cards or
return envelopes can be added to
letters quickly and easily.
Designed for small to moderate
quantities of mail, the FPi 2000 series
is also remarkably quiet in operation.

Each model includes a manual feed for handling the daily mail.
It enables the operator to feed up to five sheets of paper (loose
or stapled) by hand and add an automatically-fed enclosure,
if desired.

Feeder-Swap
Inserters equipped with more than one document station can be
set up for uninterrupted operation when processing high volume
single-item mailings with or without enclosure. When one station
empties, the other station starts automatically, enabling the first
to be refilled without pause.

Multi-page feeds
Each automatic document station can be set to feed several sheets
per envelope. Feed, fold and insert up to three sheets per job, or
up to five sheets when using OMR.

Options
OMR
Automatic optical mark recognition (OMR). The inserter can
“read” coded marks on the documents to reliably determine
the number and sequence of documents intended for a single
addressee. Especially useful for mailing multi-page invoices.

High-volume envelope hopper
Eases the collection of finished envelopes. Time and space saving
design delivers filled envelopes to an extra-large side-mounted
envelope hopper.

Outstanding features for
ease of operation, flexibility
and reliability
fill & start

real sheet control

5

in one

Fill & start
The fill & start feature enables anyone to operate the system without
special training. Simply select desired functions and let the machine
complete all necessary material measurements and adjustments
before starting the job. Settings for specific tasks can be saved in
the programmable nine-job memory.

Real sheet control
The safest and most reliable double-feed detector in this inserter
class. Performs an actual measurement of the paper’s thickness,
eliminating false double-feed messages that document colors and
printing can produce with optical detecting sensors. The automatic
double-feed detector can be turned off for specific jobs or in each
individual feeder.

Five in one
The FPi 2000 inserters are built around a sturdy yet quiet folding
mechanism that can neatly fold up to five sheets of material in
varying sizes, loose or stapled.

Interactive display
The user-friendly control panel is another distinctive features of the
FPi 2000 series of inserters. Folding and inserting functions are
shown in the easy-to-read display screen and can be selected at the
push of a button. Parameters for up to nine different jobs (settings
for document composition, type of fold, fold location, document
alignment, address location) can be saved and automatically
retrieved.

Easy access
And in the event that a document or envelope should get stuck
despite the machine’s intelligent sensors, just raise the hinged lid
for easy access to the inserter’s interior. The jammed document
can be quickly and cleanly removed undamaged.

Technical data
Functions
Automatic feeder stations
A4 feeder stations
Multiple document feed (A4 station)
Feeder-swap (depending on document size)
Manual feed for up to five sheets
Feed supplementary document (envelope-sized)
Feed a second supplementary document
(envelope-sized)
Programmable job memory
Item counter (job/total)
Fill & start function
Real sheet control
Quiet operation for office environment
(ISO 11203)
Options
OMR
Side exit with extra capacity envelope hopper
Side exit envelope output for on-line franking
machine connection
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* model cannot be upgraded (to “2020” or “2025”)

The right fold transforms an
A4 document into a handy
brochure and a perfect mailing.
Every kind of commonly-used fold can
be selected: Single-fold, zig-zag fold,
double-parallel fold or C-fold (l to r).
Specifications
Document feed
Document width
Document height
Paper quality
Capacity
Sheets/weight with
multiple-feed
Supplement feed
Small formats or
pre-folded supplements
Capacity
Envelopes
Window
Sizes
Capacity

5.1" to 9"
3.5" to 14"
60 g/qm to 250 g/qm
(coated/uncoated)
325 sheets per station
5 sheets 80 g/qm
with enclosure
5.5" to 9.5"
3.5" to 6.3"
Up to 325 single-sheet
supplements (80 g/qm paper)

Folding and inserting performance
Folding
5 sheets maximum
Inserting

2,200 letters/hour (max)

Programmable job memory
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Dimensions
FPi 2020 (w/h/l)

16.5" x 20" x 47"

Weight (FPi 2020)

165 lbs.

Certification

C, IEC 60950

(Data subject to change without notice)

With or without address
#10 or 6” x 9”
150 envelopes

Customer service is an important feature of every FP product. Whenever you have
questions, we’ll find the answers for you. It’s part of what makes FP the right choice
for your mailroom needs.

Talk to your FP representative today to learn about our family
of mailing systems and solutions.

Competitive Mailing Solutions
10045 W. Lisbon Ave., Suite 126
Wauwatosa, WI 53222

414.462.1140

www.competitivemailing.com

